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CSR and Indian Corporate:  

Legal provisions on CSR              
 

JAI MISHRA
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ABSTRACT 
This research paper studies the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility and what is its 

position in India as a legal obligation and explains the Indian Corporate-Legal provisions 

on CSR in India. 

The findings of the research paper explain the basic concept of CSR suggests that CSR 

activities in India have a well-defined scope which are needed to be fulfilled while at the 

same time adhering to other rules needed to be followed while conducting such activities. 

Moreover, the findings also comments on the future scope of CSR in India. 

The findings of this research paper can be used for increasing awareness as well as for 

educational purposes. 

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, CSR Laws, Management Laws, Scope of 

CSR, Future of CSR. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION  
What good are the activities of today if no one is left to benefit from it in the future? The future 

is uncertain and what we do today will shape it. In the modern world every individual has 

grasped this concept and the society is way more socially conscious then it was at any other 

point of time.  

The same goes to the corporate world where their viewpoint has shifted from the prime 

objective of only profit-maximization. Corporations take from the society; use its resources 

and reap the benefits from it. For so long the profit was the sole objective without giving any 

regard to the society. This in today’s world of socially conscious society has changed 

drastically. Since corporations take from the society it is only fair that they should also be the 

one who takes care of the society and give back something to the society so that it can prosper. 

The concept of being socially responsible is grasped by the corporations all around the world. 

Instead of working only for the profits, every company is also worried about the impact it 

makes to the environment, people of the community and the society as a whole.  

 
1 Author is a student at Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS), India. 
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This is known as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) where companies after using the 

society’s resources thanks the society by taking care of it and improving the society’s overall 

condition by contributing company’s time, efforts and resources in overall development of the 

community. 

With the dawn of the LPG policy in India, its market were opened to lot of opportunities and 

with the entry of MNC’s of the world the culture of being socially responsible also entered in 

India.2  India’s economy being a mixed economy also has the characteristics of socialist 

economy where it tries to work for the benefit of the society through its economic activity and 

the CSR culture which entered into the country served as a missing piece of puzzle fitting 

perfectly in the goals of the nation. 

India’s economic characteristic of also being a socialistic economy led it to realize the 

importance of being socially responsible towards the society which will not only help the 

corporate but will also raise the living standards of the people of the country and supporting 

overall development of the country.  

India therefore on 1st April 2014 made Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) a legal obligation 

of the corporations. While the entire nation was grasping the importance of CSR, India became 

the first nation to show the entire word the importance of CSR by making it a legal obligation. 

The aim of this research paper is to understand the position of CSR in the Indian corporate 

word and by analyzing the Indian Corporate-Legal provisions on CSR so as to comprehend the 

features, specifications and the importance of CSR in India and explain the Indian viewpoint 

of Corporate Social Responsibility and the scope it covers. 

The aim is accomplished through various chapters contained in this research paper, first 

explaining the concept of CSR and then moving towards the Indian legal provisions of the CSR 

thereby explaining the Indian standpoint of CSR and its future in the country. 

(A) Review of Literature  

The work of (Fernando, 2020) has explained the basic concept of Corporate Social 

Responsibility as the business model whereby corporations are socially responsible to the 

stakeholders and the public at large and conducting their business in a manner which shows 

that they are contributing economically, socially and environmentally to the society as a effort 

to contribute to the society.3 

 
2 Shuma Talukdar, Corporate Social Responsibility a Review Legalserviceindia (2020), http://www.legalservicein 

dia.com/legal/article-3289-corporate-social-responsibility-a-review.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
3 Jason Fernando, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Investopedia (2020), https://www.investopedia.com/  
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It explains that CSR is a way of operating which does not focus only on profit but instead 

genuinely cares, while conducting the business of the company, to enhance the standard of the 

society instead of negatively impacting it. 

(Schooley, 2020) in her work has explained that CSR is not a marketing campaign for the 

company to undertake and then forget about it. It gives a guide to formulate CSR policies. It 

explains that instead of spending tons of money and company’s resources blindly on any 

institution, finding a cause or a project to benefit the society in which the company’s believes 

in is the way to go. 

If done it right, it will make a real difference in the world transforming the society as we know 

for the better while at the same time greatly appealing to the consumers and employees who 

are socially conscious.4 

The need and the benefits of implantation of CSR are explained clearly in (Corporate Social 

Responsibility: The Definitive Guide, 2020). It explains that CSR’s benefit to the employees, 

corporation and to the society in general. The different ways in which it can be done is also 

illustrated by it. 

 Various real life cases of corporations implementing the CSR and positively influencing the 

society such as Google’s support to providing free education, Apple’s shift to renewable 

sources of energy, etc are discussed here.5 

The research done in (Kundu, 2018) provides the Indian scenario of CSR. It explains the trends 

in the practices of CSR made by the companies from early phases till the time of inception of 

CSR laws in India.  

It explains the shift of focus in CSR activities in India as time progressed till the time India 

made CSR a legal obligation and how it changed afterwards, basically explaining the changing 

viewpoint of India regarding the Corporate Social Responsibility.6 

The work of (Saurabh K, 2018) explains that scenario of CSR after becoming a legal obligation 

in India. It states that the requirement of CSR is no longer voluntary but mandatory in the 

country.  

 
terms/c/corp-social-responsibility.asp (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
4 Skye Schooley, What Is Corporate Social Responsibility? Businessnewsdaily (2020), 

https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/4679-corporate-social-responsibility.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
5 Corporate Social Responsibility: The Definitive Guide, Double the Donation (2020), 

https://doublethedonation.com/tips/corporate-social-responsibility/ (last visited Nov 26, 2020). 
6 Babita Kundu, An Empirical Study of Corporate Social Responsibility Practices in India in Changing Global 

Scenario and Its Impact on Companies Profitability Hdl.handle.net (2018), http://hdl.handle.net/10603/240035 

(last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
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It explains that purview of the CSR activities now have the a well defined scope stating which 

activities are to be taken by the corporate to fulfill their CSR activities requirement and this 

scope is established by The Companies Act, 2013 and by The Companies (Corporate Social 

Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014.7 

(Goshal, 2020) explains that the scope of CSR activities is defined in the Schedule VII of the 

Companies Act. Moreover the procedures and rules which are to be obeyed by the companies 

in India are laid down in Section 135 of the The Companies Act, 2013 and the provisions of 

The Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014.8 

Furthermore the analysis and review of the laws related to CSR are conducted in his article 

(Talukdar, 2020) explaining clearly what is expected and required by the companies in India 

while carrying out their Corporate Social Responsibility.9 

The emerging trends in the CSR in India and how the law has affected the culture of CSR are 

explained in the research work of (Sharma et al., 2013).  

This analysis provides a better understanding of how the scope of CSR was, how it changed 

due to incorporation of CSR Laws and what will be the future of CSR in India. 

(B) Research Methodology  

The method of research utilized for this research paper is DOCTRINAL research method. 

The choice of doctrinal method has been made because the scope of this method is wide enough 

to explore all the perspective related to the research.  

This method requires the study to be conducted by using secondary sources such as existing 

research paper, articles, journal articles, etc to gather information and explain concepts for this 

case study. 

(C) Research Questions 

The following topics were addressed in this research paper using the series of these probing 

research questions: 

• What is the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)? 

• Why the culture of CSR is necessary and important? 

 
7 Saurabh K, CSR laws in India - Provision under the Companies Act, 2013 - iPleaders iPleaders (2018), 

https://blog.ipleaders.in/csr-laws-india/ (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
8 Chandramouli Ghoshal, Corporate Social Responsibility in India Legalserviceindia (2020), http://www.legalser 

viceindia.com/legal/article-3810-corporate-social-responsibility-in-india.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
9 Shuma Talukdar, Corporate Social Responsibility a Review Legalserviceindia (2020), http://www.legalser 

viceindia.com/legal/article-3289-corporate-social-responsibility-a-review.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
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• What is the Indian view on CSR? 

• What are the CSR laws in India? 

• What are the Scope of CSR activities in India? 

• What is the future of CSR in India? 

(D) Research Objective 

The research questions of this research paper are as follows:- 

1. To understand the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). 

2. To assess the Indian Corporate-Legal provisions on CSR so as to identify and 

comprehend the position of Corporate Social Responsibility in India. 

3. To understand the future of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in India. 

(E) Hypothesis 

The proposed hypothesis for this research paper is that the Corporate Social Responsibility is 

a way of giving back to the society and in India it holds special position and a well defined 

place due to it being a legal obligation for the companies in India. It is very well defined and 

the companies in India must go through all the well defined rules and regulations laid down by 

the CSR Laws in India so that benefit to the society at large can be made. 

II. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
(A) Concept of CSR 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is basically a concept where companies conduct their 

commercial activities of earning profit while at the same time fulfilling their responsibilities 

they hold towards the society. 

Corporations take their resources from the society therefore they should also be the one who 

takes care of the society and give back something to the society so that it can prosper. The 

concept of CSR upholds this principle and aims at enabling companies to conduct their business 

normally, however while conducting the business of the company operate in such a way so as 

to enhance the standard of the society instead of negatively impacting it and have full awareness 

of the kind of economic, social and environmental impact they are having on the society. 

In the words of World Business Council for Sustainable Development CSR is the commitment 

made by the organizations to while conducting their business they will behave ethically, 

contributing to the economic development of the nation while at the same time enhance the 

quality of local communities and society as a whole. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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To put it simply, CSR is Triple Bottom Line approach to conducting business where in order 

to survive and sustain in the long run, an organization must give attention to three key elements 

which are as follows:- 

1. Profit – Earning profit is the main objective of any organization. It is the economic 

responsibility of the business to earn profit because profit is the only reason for survival 

of the organization and why the company performs its various functions. 

2. People – A business makes use of society’s resources therefore it has the social 

responsibility of giving back to the society. Moreover, support of the people in the 

society is crucial and therefore a business has the social responsibility of using business 

practices which provides benefit to the society at large and raises their standard of 

living. 

3. Planet – This element refers to the environmental responsibilities of the business. We 

are the creatures of the environment; any degradation to it will affect us but if we 

preserve it, well get environment’s benefits therefore business has the responsibility of 

protecting the environment while conducting their business such as reducing waste, 

reducing/preventing toxic wastages etc. 

(B) Need of CSR 

CSR is a concept which not only benefits the organization but at the same time benefits the 

entire world. The concept in itself is based on the principle of sustainable development allowing 

for rising need for Corporate Social Responsibilities. 

1. The benefits of Company 

• Better techniques of production reducing wastage of resources. 

• Appealing greatly to socially aware employees and enabling their retention for longer 

duration. 

• Appealing to socially aware customers thereby building a better brand value and brand 

image 

• Increasing the survival and sustainability of the company because of the support of the 

society it receives due to its socially responsible behavior. 

2. The benefits to the world 

• Protection to the environment because of greater reduction of wastage. 

• Increases the standard of living of people of the society contributing to the overall 

development of the country. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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• Creation of healthier ecosystem. 

• Usage of renewable sources of energy. 

• Better availability of the product with higher safety standards. 

(C) Case examples of companies using the concept of CSR 

• Toms has been regularly donating a part of their net profit for improving the physical 

health and mental health of individuals. It has been also promoting educational 

opportunities along with carrying out donations for helping the needy in the recent 

events of COVID-19 pandemic.10 

• Google has been working for environmental protection while conducting their business 

operations. It is committed towards preventing environmental degradation by using 

renewable sources of the energy and currently majority of its business is done over the 

usage of renewable energy.11 

• Starbucks has shown a great commitment towards uplifting the society and enhancing 

its standards. It has procured almost coffee 99% ethically produced by creating a large 

network of global farmers. Moreover it has worked towards diversifying its workforce 

including a large number of refuges in the society, contributed its resources for 

community service and also encouraging women empowerment.12  

• Lego has contributed their part in CSR by reducing wastages, reducing the amount of 

unnecessary packaging and usage of alternative and clean source of energy for carring 

out their business operations. 

• Walmart has globally donated more than 1,000,000,000 US$ in the year of 2019 alone 

combined with volunteering and donating foods to improve the society’s condition.13 

III. CSR IN INDIA 
Corporate Social Responsibility holds a very important position in India. As already stated 

India’s economic characteristic of also being a socialistic economy led it to realize the 

importance of being socially responsible towards the society which will not only help the 

corporate but will also raise the living standards of the people of the country and supporting 

 
10 Skye Schooley, What Is Corporate Social Responsibility? Businessnewsdaily (2020), https://www.busines 

snewsdaily.com/4679-corporate-social-responsibility.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
11 Skye Schooley, What Is Corporate Social Responsibility? Businessnewsdaily (2020), https://www.businessn 

ewsdaily.com/4679-corporate-social-responsibility.html (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
12 Starbucks 2019: Global Social Impact Report retrieved on 26 November 2020 from https://stories.starbuck 

s.com/uploads/2020/06/2019-Starbucks-Global-Social-Impact-Report.pdf 
13 Corporate Social Responsibility: The Definitive Guide, Double the Donation (2020), https://doublethedonat 

ion.com/tips/corporate-social-responsibility/ (last visited Nov 26, 2020) 
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overall development of the country. 

Hence India made CSR a legal obligation to be followed by the companies in the country. This 

made corporations obligated to carry out their social responsibilities while carrying out their 

business.  

CSR in India came under the governance of The Companies Act, 2013 and The Companies 

(Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014. The government specified the activities 

which are to be conducted by the corporations while fulfilling their social responsibilities. The 

scope of CSR activities was defined under Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013. 

Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013 contains within it several activities which the 

corporations were required to perform so as to fulfill the legal obligation of carrying out 

Corporate Social Responsibility. Activities which are not listed in Schedule VII of the 

Companies Act, 2013 does not come within the scope of CSR in India and would not be 

considered for fulfilling of carrying out CSR objective. 

This chapter explains the activities which would be considered as Corporate Social 

Responsibility as listed under Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013 so as to explain the 

scope of CSR in India. 

The following are the activities listed under Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013 required 

to be fulfilled by the companies as per their Corporate Social Responsibility obligations:- 

1. Elimination of extreme  hunger and poverty is one of the objectives which corporations 

can work towards so as to fulfill their CSR obligations 

2. Promoting education is another activity listed in schedule VII. Companies can volunteer 

their resources to provide education to the poor through the means of free teaching, 

spreading awareness about government policies, giving free books, bags, etc and carry 

out other such measures which help in promotion of education. 

3. Promotion of gender quality along with women empowerment is another activity which 

corporations can undertake to fulfill their CSR requirements. 

4. Reduction in child mortality rate and improvement in maternal health can also become 

the aim of corporations to work towards by conducting health awareness program, 

eliminating malnourishments of pregnant women, teaching parenting lessons among 

other activities. 

5. Combating with viruses and other deceases through vaccinations & immunization 

programs, spreading awareness and teaching about preventive measures of the 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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deceases, providing medical aids to the needy, educating about aids, etc is another 

activity which corporations can undertake to fulfill their CSR requirements. 

6. Working for sustainable environment 

7. Social projects such as benefit to the members of armed forces, relief to war victims, 

sports promotion etc 

8. Employment Enhancing Vocational Skills development. 

9. Development of slums for the benefit of the society 

10. Disaster management is another objective that can be aimed at by the companies which 

also includes rehabilitation projects relief management and reconstructions due to 

disasters. 

11. Making contribution in research & development programs in science, engineering, 

medical and technology funder either by state or central government. 

12. Any other activities which the government may prescribe for undertaking CSR. 

Any other activity which serves as a benefit to the society is not restricted. The law does not 

ban other such socially, economically and environmentally beneficial activities. A corporation 

may also choose to conduct their business while giving benefit to the society at large in any 

other manner which is not listed under Schedule VII but these activities will not be legally 

recognized as fulfilling the CSR objectives. Thus in order to comply with the law the activities 

listed in Schedule VII must be fulfilled. 

IV. INDIAN CORPORATE-LEGAL PROVISIONS ON CSR 
(A) Applicability of Indian Corporate-Legal provisions on CSR 

The previous chapter had already established the scope of CSR activities in India but the Indian 

CSR provisions does not stop there. This chapter covers the applicability of CSR provisions on 

the companies and what are the rules with which these companies has to abide by while 

formulating and executing their CSR policies as contained in both The Companies Act, 2013 

and The Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014 . 

All the companies in India is required to obey the CSR laws. It doesn’t matter whether the 

company is a public company, private company, government undertaking, public private 

partnership or foreign company. If a company is registered in India it has to obey the CSR laws 

if it fulfills any of the following criteria:- 

• Net worth of the company being Rs 500 crore or more 

• Turnover being Rs 1000 crore or more 

• Net profit being Rs 5 crore or more. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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If a company fulfills any of the above mentioned criteria then it has to formulate a Corporate 

Social Responsibility Committee which will oversee the entire CSR functioning in the 

company. This committee will be made up of minimum of 3 directors with 1 mandatory 

independent director. 

 Private companies are exempted from employing an independent director and any foreign 

company is required to have at least two members in the committee with one member being 

the citizen of India. 

(B) Role of the CSR Committee in the Company 

This committee plays a very important role in the company as this committee will be the entire 

regulating body of the company in the matters of Corporate Social Responsibilities.  

Responsibilities of a CSR Committee includes:- 

• Formulation of CSR policies of the company which specifies which activities are to be 

carried out as a part of the policy from various activities listed under Schedule VII of 

the Companies Act, 2013. 

• Recommending such policies to the board of directors of the company and monitoring 

the CSR policy of the company from time to time so as to ensure its conformity with 

the laws. 

• Overseeing the allocation of money and recommend the expenditure on the CSR 

activities to be undertaken. 

• Just like any other financial report issued by the company, the CSR committee will 

issue annual report on CSR activities undertaken by the company in that year. 

• The CSR policies formulated and the activities undertaken by the company in a 

particular year should be displayed on the website of the company by the CSR 

Committee. 

The CSR Committee since is the regulating body of the company in the matters of Corporate 

Social Responsibilities holds a prominent position in the company.  

It oversees the entire CSR activities of the company and the board of directors of the company 

is bound to accept the recommendation made by the CSR Committee regarding the CSR 

policies and activities of the company. 

(C) Rules to be followed while performing Corporate Social Responsibility. 

While executing the CSR policy made by the CSR Committee a company has to abide by the 

provisions laid down in Section 135 of The Companies Act, 2013 and the provisions laid down 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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by The Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014. The following are 

the rules and regulations which a company has to follow while implementing its CSR policy:- 

• Company must spend a minimum amount of 2% of the average net profit of previous 3 

financial year made by the company in carrying out CSR activities and and executing 

the CSR policies of the company. If in case company has not completed 3 years because 

it is a newly incorporated company than the minimum amount to be spend is still 2% 

of average net profits of as much previous financial year has passed since the 

company’s incorporation. 

• There is no maximum limit specified. A company may if it wants, choose to spend an 

amount which is more than legally mandated amount i.e 2% of the net profits. However 

any unspent amount out of total amount allocated for incurring expenditure on CSR 

activities cannot be retracted and must be transferred to a CSR fund which the company 

will use to carry out CSR activities in the future. Thus once money is allocated for 

conducting CSR activities, it must be spent either in the current year or in the future 

and such money cannot be used for conducting any other activities. 

• Moreover, if a company’s 2% average net profit does not exceed Rs 50,00,000 it is not 

required to create CSR Committee and carry out any kind of CSR activities. Basically 

such a company is not legally obligated to carry out the CSR activities. These 

companies can still, if want to, voluntarily carry out CSR activities. 

• While carrying out CSR activities, a company has to give preference to the local areas 

where it conducts its normal business operations. The local areas are given first 

preference by the company regarding the choice of place for carrying out CSR 

activities. 

• The company must ensure that the policies formulated by the CSR Committee and the 

legally required money which is being spent, is being incurred on activities falling 

within the scope of CSR activities in India i.e falling within the ambit of Schedule VII 

of the Companies Act, 2013 

• Any kind of surplus which arose while carrying out CSR activities are not the profit of 

the company. The reasoning behind such a rule was CSR is supposed to be non-profit 

goal of the company enabling them to give back to the society. If in doing so company 

starts earning profit the entire purpose will be defeated and the entire CSR culture 

would be corrupted. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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• A company for fulfilling its obligation of carrying out CSR activities can also 

collaborate with other companies pooling their resources and working in coordination 

with each other so as to achieve their aim. 

• The activities of CSR must be undertaken within the territory of India. Even if the 

activity conducted falls within the scope of CSR activities specified in Schedule VII, if 

those activities are carried outside India, then it would not fulfill the company’s CSR 

legal obligations. Therefore all the CSR activities must be undertaken by the company 

in India itself 

• Any kind of CSR activity which gives benefit to only company’s employees and their 

families while ignoring everyone else is not considered as a CSR activity and it is not 

considered to fulfill the company’s CSR legal obligations. The CSR laws prohibit any 

kind of personal charities. The reason behind being the same i.e concept CSR is based 

on giving back to the society and not personal gains. 

• Donations to any political party either directly or indirectly are not considered as a part 

of CSR activities. 

Companies have the option of either carry out the CSR obligations by themselves or through 

another body of the company i.e through a registered trust or society. Moreover the companies 

also have the opportunity of outsourcing its CSR activities to another registered trust or society. 

However in doing so, the selected trust or society must have enough experience i.e at least 3 

years of undertaking similar jobs and carrying out similar activities.  

Another important regulation is that the company while building its CSR capacity i.e either 

building its own capacity ( hiring, training of personnel etc) or outsourcing the CSR capacity, 

it is not allowed to spend more than 5% of total money which has been allocated to be incurred 

on carrying out CSR activities. 

V. FUTURE OF CSR IN INDIA 
Looking at the history of Corporate Social Responsibility in India gives us great insight 

regarding the trend in the idea of CSR in India and what it represented. Till 1990s the idea of 

CSR only represented philanthropy and one time grant or charity made by the companies to 

improve its social image. 14Their resources remained ideal and no culture of taking social 

responsibility existed. As the time passed the paradigm started shifting from charities and one 

 
14 Swati Sharma, Reshu Sharma & Jugal Kishor, EMERGING TRENDS IN CORPORATE SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY IN INDIA- A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY, 2 Global Journal of Commerce & Management 

Perspective 58-62 (2013) 
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off transactions and started formation of responsibility towards the society as a whole.  

With the passage of CSR laws in the country, companies have realized their importance and 

started treating CSR not merely a marketing campaign but a separate entity itself having 

missions and visions of itself. In the year 2017 CSR spending increased by 20% as compared 

to 2016  along with 8% reduction in the companies failing to meet the required legal amount. 

Moreover 21% of the companies from 100 BSE listed companies even spent more than the 

legally required amount in the CSR activities.15 

Recent amendments in the year 2020 made in the CSR laws have further increased its scope. 

The companies 2% net profit are mandatory to be spent on CSR activities, but the amendments 

exempted those companies from carrying out such activities whose 2% net profit falls below 

Rs fifty lakh so as to reduce the constrains on the company and reduce the number of companies 

defaulting because of lack of adequate resources. Another important achievement of the 

amendment was the increasing the horizon of CSR activities. Contributions made to the 

government’s incubators for the research work in various fields were allowed to be counted as 

one of the CSR activities. With this inclusion the possibilities for contributing towards the 

society for its benefits increased tremendously.  

Taking into the consideration all the aforementioned point the there exists a lot of scope for 

CSR and the future of CSR in India looks bright and wide. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
From this research paper it can be concluded that concept of Corporate Social Responsibility 

refers to the model whereby companies adds to the benefit to the society at large while carrying 

out their normal business operations so as to remain socially, economically and 

environmentally conscious.  

It is the creation of socially responsible behavior of the corporations whose importance has 

been realized by India as so crucial that it made performance of socially responsible behavior 

i.e undertaking of Corporate Social Responsibility by the companies were made mandatory as 

a legal obligation. 

The position of CSR in India stands as a legal obligation which the companies are required to 

incorporate in their business model which not only helps them but also contribute to the overall 

development of the nation. 

 
15 INDIA CSR, 20% increase in actual CSR spend in FY 2017,  July 9, 2017, available at http://indiacsr.in/20-

increase-in-actual-csr-spend-in-fy-2017/ (Last visited on 26 November 2020) 
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 These CSR laws defines the activities which the management of the company has to undertake 

so as to fulfill its CSR obligations while at the same time obeying the rules and regulations of 

carrying out these CSR activities. 

All the Corporate-Legal provisions on CSR have made the companies realize the importance 

of CSR even better. The government’s amendments in the laws has reduced the burden for the 

less resourceful companies while at the same time opening up a whole new set of opportunities 

for the companies to be socially responsible to the community increasing the scope of the 

Corporate Social Responsibility in the country and paving the way for a bright and a wide 

future of CSR in India. 
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